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About Upraised
Upraised is a career transition
accelerator for professionals under 5
Yrs of work ex backed by marquee
investors like South Park Commons,

Product Intern @ 1mg

Lightspeed, Kunal Shah & Vijay

B.Arch from IIT Roorkee (2017-22)

Shekhar Sharma.
You can read more about us at
https://upraised.co
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What is APM Internship
Programme?
APM internship Programme is
conducted by Upraised to attract best
product minds of the country during

Data-Driven

Product 


their final or penultimate year of

Sense

undergraduation. 


Every selected candidate has highest

Technical Understanding

levels of problem solving,
communication and data analysis
capabilities.

Top 40 in 10,000+ candidates

Top Rated Skills

How is the Programme
conducted?
The selection process involves 3 rounds.
For the first round, all registered
students are required to take the KYS
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Test conducted through the app.


In the subsequent rounds, student’s

Data Driven

Technical
Understanding

Foundational
Aptitude

Grit, Stakeholder Communication,
Structured Thinking and Emotional
Intelligence are tested.

Features of the KYS Test

What makes the test scientific

1. Gold Standard Built with inputs from

1. alidity The questions in the test are derived

best-in-class APM programs at Google, Uber,
Airbnb & Flipkart

2. Scientific Every candidate is tested on 6 skills &
18 traits and the score is compared with a norm

V

from inputs from best-in-class APM programs and
undergo frequent rebalancing basis item analysis.

Rebalanced questions are then screened by
experienced PMs aka “Norm Group”

group of experienced PMs

3. Case Oriented The test captures elements of
real-world performance by asking situational

questions

How is the KYS conducted?
The KYS is conducted in two stages. The first
stage is an app-based test with over 50 MCQs
which need to be attempted within 30 mins

The second stage consists of an interview with

2. Reliability The tool has been evaluated for
reliability & shows little variation for the same user
under different contexts

3. Comprehensive Candidates are evaluated basis
50Q on a total of 6 skills & 18 traits which underlie
PM success

4. Multi-Difficulty Test-takers are asked questions
with multiple levels of difficulties to ensure correct
depth of knowledge

the founder of Upraised who personally ensures
candidate suitability

5. Anti-Cheating The test interfaces are built to
reduce cheating attempts

How is the score calculated?

Different Test Variants: A random set of questions

The KYS Score, an overall performance indicator,

for every new user

is calculated using a weighted multivariate

Different Options: A random arrangement of

statistic of 18 PM traits
The test scores also take into account
comparison with a norm group of experienced
PMs
A score of 70 would imlpy that the candidate’s
abilities are 70% of that of the best PM candidate
for that category

options for every question

: Every attempt is capped at 45 mins
Foreground Tracking: We are able to detect if the
Timed

user is attempting to exit app

R

:

Test efresh Questions in the test are constantly
updated based on inputs from the industry & item
analysis

